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|. NOW IS THE TIME | 
| | TO PLAY | ; 

| BALL and TENNIS | $e 

= We Carry a Complete Line of | 

| Base Balls ; : 
~ Tennis Balls 

oo Tennis Rackets 
Tennis Nets ° 

a | _ Gloves | 
of Mitts 

: | . and | 

- | Bats | 
| ON YOUR CO-OP NUMBER | 

of THE CO-OP 
| RE. BOLTE, Mgr. |



| CARDINAL STEAM DYE WORKS — - 

| UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT | 

i SOME OF OUR PRICES A | 
4 Gent’s Suit, Cleaned and Pressed . $1.00 | 
\ Lady’s ‘ “ ** “ . Looto 1.50 | 

{ CASH CALL PRICES 4 
| Gent’s Suit Pressed - - - 28 i 

i Lady’s “ - - soto .75 lb 
% 1 

| | Phone 1500 , 

OFFICE AND WORKS |. : 623 UNIVERSITY AVE. 

, 

MADISON CANDY CO. 
Manufacturing Confectioners 

744 Williamson St. - : - Madison, Wis. 

Jeeegh M. Boyd, President H. L. Russell, ist Vice President Frank Kessenich, 2nd Vice President 

Chas. O’Neill, Cashier H. C. Jamieson, Ass’t Cashier 

BANK OF WISCONSIN 
: MADISON, WISCONSIN 

| Capital - - - - - | $300,000 

Surplus - - - - 60,000 

Additional Liability of Stockholders - 300,000 

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT | 

Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent at Reasonable Prices . , 

Branch Bank Located Corner State, Johnson and Henry Streets



Have You Written to Your Friends Recently? 

. Suppose you get some of that splendid writing paper that 
Parsons is selling at 25 cents a pound, and write them. 
The Idea is good. The Paper is good. _ 

Parsons Printing and Stationery Co. 
24 North Carroll St. - - The Paper Store 

Everykody’s Doing It. Doing Whut? 
. ee PRINKING MORGAN’S=——— 

eco Motor Mixed Maulted Milks... 

Just received all new Billiard Balls. Comein ard try them while they are new. 
THEY ROLL PERFECTLY. 

MORGAN’S | 
$34 State St. Phone i272 | 

GOOD PRINTING 

We deliver all 

goods prepaid 

Davis Printing Co. 
MILTON - WISCONSIN



Stehr & Walter oe 
We Keep Things Moving 

CAPITAL CITY 

MEAT MARKET . | 
422 State Street “ 

. Trade at the big 
Choice Meats 

store where goods 

We make a specialty of catering to the are fresh and prices 
fraternity and boarding house trade. right. 

If you want good meats and choice 
cuts, give us a trial. ou 

Retail and Wholesale PIPER BROS. Pinckney St. 
Phone 2905 

| : 9 FANCY 
, GROCERY 

Caters Especially to the Larger 

University Trade %e Try Us 

OPPEL’S, 116 East Main Street, Madison
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A. D. & J. V. FREDERICKSON GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
PINE, HEMLOCK AND HARDWOOD LUMBER 

MANUFACTURERS OF BUILDERS’ MATERIAL MADISON, WIS. nn TG WW De 
| | OUR TAILORING IS ADVERTISED BY THE | | i 

| 2 | - Best Dressed Men in This City | | | 

: . | | COME AND SEE WHY. FASHIONS FAVORED FABRICS FOR SPRING AND SUMMER NOW READY | | | 

il Otson& Veerhusen Co. an 

HAVE YOU A DESK 
WHY NOT 

WHEN WE HAVE THE BEST 
We specialize in STUDENT FURNITURE 

BAILEY FURNITURE COMPANY 
412 State Street 

Geo. |. Banderob, Pres. R. W. Daggett, Sec.-Treas. 
Better furniture at lower prices for cottage or mansion 

U.W.MEAT MARKET | Nelson & Polk 
A.G.REUTER, Prop. | Decorators 

SRORERERERAR BER ERS YF SF SF Sh URAL RAR 

| 
We hereby invite you to inspect | 

our new sanitary shop where We make a specialty of fine interior 

Cleanliness | Wall Paper and Paint Decorations 

Good Meats | 

RightPrices | Window Shades 

are our aim in life. | Picture Frames, Ete. 

SRURURMRETEn EBERLE SAR SR SFR SER SRR SURES | — 

Phones 521-522 728 University | 218 EAST MAIN STREET



SPECIALS. | 
TEA ROSES: 

Pink - per doz. $1.25 only | 
White - co 1.25“ | 

_ Red - s 1.25 . 
Mrs. Ward and Sunburst Roses in yellow 

per doz., $1.25 only 

American Beauties, with long stems, one doz., $3.00 = $4.00 
Lilies of the Valley = = . 2 15 
Carnations, all shades : : . .60 to .75 | 
SWEET PEAS, with extra long stems for Corsage Bouquets 

a specialty 

NEW YORK FLOWER CO. 
FULLER OPERA HOUSE BLOCK F. CHOLES, MGR. PHONE 476 

eee 

-: SPRING SUITINGS :-: | 
HIRSH ise SS Hiei are NOW in Use Ee HHI po toa tt 

And they were never more strikingly 

pretty, in all their soft colorings, with 

the greenish leading | 

We Specialize in Suits at $35.00 

EK. C. Tetzlaff Co. 
228 State Street Phone 2211.
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| First National Bank 
Madison, Wis. THERE IS NONE BETTER 

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY THAN 

) Capital, Surplus, and Undivided 

Profits $410,000.00 TECKEMEYER’S 

Resources over $2,500,000.00 

Transacts a general banking MADE IN MADISON 
business. Issues Travelers’ 

Cheques and Letters of Credit 

good in all parts of the world. , 
Interest pald on savings accounts C H 0 C 0 LAT E S e 

and time certificates of deposit. 

THE BADGER COMPANY 
rr SG 

@ We dress particular men 

@ We cater to your taste, not ours 
@ We talk quality and give quality 

All wool fabrics _ Beautiful designs 
Prices less than elsewhere 

2 Fit with us is an Art 3%: | 

Tailors DODO & FOSO, Managers Cleaners 
521 State Phone 365
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_ The University of Wisconsin : 
The College of Letters and Science offers a General Course in Liberal Arts; 

a Course in Pharmacy; a Course in Commerce; a Course in Music; a Course in 
Journalism ; Library Training Cuurses in connection with the Wisconsin Library 
School; the Course for the Training of Teachers, and the Course in Chemistry. 

The College of Mechanics and Engineering offers courses of four years in 
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Applied 
Electro Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Mining Engineering. 

The College of Law offers a course extending over three years, which leads 
to the degree of Bachelor of Laws and which entitles graduates to admission to 
the Supreme Court of the state without examination. . 

The College of Agriculture offers (1) a course of four years in Agriculture; 
(2) a middle course of two years; (3) a short course of one or two years in 
Agriculture; (4) a Dairy Course; (5) a Farmers’ Course; (6) a four years’ 
course in Home Economics. 

The College of Medicine offers a course of two years in Preclinical Medical 
Work, the equivalent of the first two years of the Standard Medical Course. 
After the successful completion of the two years’ course in the College of 
Medicine, students can finish their medical studies in any medical school in two 
years. 

The Graduate School offers courses of advanced instruction in all departments 
of the University. 

The University Extension Division embraces the departments of Correspond- 
ence Study, of Debating and Public Discussion, of Lectures, and of Information 
and General Welfare. A Municipal Reference Bureau, which is at the service of 
the people of the state, is maintained, also a Traveling Tuberculosis Exhibit and 
vocational institutes and conferences are held under these auspices. 
SPECIAL COURSES IN THE COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE 

The Course in Commerce, which extends over four years, is designed for the 
training of young men who desire to enter upon business careers. : 

The Courses in Pharmacy are two in number; one extending over two years, 
and one over four years, and are designed to furnish a thoroughly. scientific 
foundation for the pursuit of the profession of pharmacy. 

' The Course for the Training of Teachers, four years in length, is designed to 
prepare teachers for the secondary schools. It includes professional work in 
the departments of philosophy and education and in the various subjects in the 
high schools as well as observation work in the elementary and secondary schools 
of Madison. 

The Course in Journalism provides four years’ work in newspaper writing and 
practical journalism, together with courses in history, political economy, political 
science, Iinglish literature, and philosophy, a knowledge of which 1s necessary 
for journalism of the best type. 

Library Training Courses are given in connection with the Wisconsin Library 
School, students taking the Library School Course during the junior and senior 
years of the University Course. 

The Course in Chemistry offers facilities for training for those who desire to 
become chemists. Six courses of study are given, namely, a general course, a 
course for industrial chemist, a course for agricultural chemist, a course for soil 

' chemist. a course for physiological chemist, and a course for food chemist. 
The Libraries at the service of members of the University, include the Library 

of the University of Wisconsin, the Library of the State Historical Society, the 
Library of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters, the State Law 
Library, and the Madison Free Public Library, which together contain about 
380,000 bound books and over 195,000 pamphlets. 

Detailed information on any subject connected with the University may be 
obtained by addressing W. D. HIESTAND, Registrar, Madison, Wisconsia.
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SV at A Wear Six Months. 
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ite : Bef Ny bee bare hh 
‘a rieeage Wear Holeproofs at tennis, golf, cross-country 

je Fat pees walking or dancing. Treat them as you would 
f ws HN NS. Si treat any other hose. 

Ae! Hah, be 
: izes \ fs yy : Here are hose for whole families that offer 

i S77 | i 3 = exceptional qualities. 

; \ ee i = = eee aed = Hose of perfect style‘and comfort. ~ Hose of 
' att re Ne oe cee y \ the lig’test, sh-erest weights, if you want them. 

SN aa 
we eae a a + | \ Six pairs will actually /ast sia months, and ; 

(ia os og NY ee [ree 4 often longer, without need of darning. We! 

ae) Bea \er oes 
Pee ee 1S . 
Two * aes), a 
eae UNL aN Before you start on your vacation, 

Ken Face HR = fe | ; 
. == 2 buy a box and try them. 

FOR Epi WOMEN AND SACL 

ee $.150 per box and up for six pairs of men’s; $2.00 per * 
box and up for six pairs of women’s or children’s; $1.00 per 

(Neca) box for four pairs of infants’. Above boxes guaranteed six 
ee months. $1.00 per box for three pairs of children’s guaran- 

: Napa teed three months. $2.00 per box for three pairs of men’s Silk 
aa Holeproof stockings. Boxes of silk guaranteed three months. 

If any pairs fail to wear the specified time, we promptly and 
gladly replace them with new pairs free. 

FOR SALE IN MADISON BY 

Onthe Square 

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY COMPANY Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
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~=> EDITORIAL «+ 

The Oberlin Idea more attention is naturally given to Y. M. 

C. A. and Y. W. C. A. than with us; the 

Gama) HE present movement toward President’s last report declares that much 
m 1'* the revaluation of interests at ™ore attention is now being paid to dram- 
td : . ty Wisconsin, and especially of stu- tics than formerly, but aside from these, 

‘J / oa dent activities makes of special student activities there are about the same 

interest the plan by which Oberlin College Proportionately as here. . 
after two years of study has faced and In 1910 it became evident that there was 

solved the problem. While of course con- need for a re-valuation of the choices and 
ditions at Oberlin are not our conditions, aims of the student, and a faculty commit- 

yet their line of attack-is illuminating the tee on student life and work, cooperating 

sug gestive. with the students through their men’s and 

Oberlin has about one thousand students women’s senates, began a careful investiga- 

and maintains the usual extra-curricular tion of the students’ use of time, a survey 

activities. They apparently have nothing which exended over two years. Material 

equivalent to our Haresfoot, and much from this survey may be found in the an-
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nual reports of Oberiin College in 1910-11, ward the why of a college course, but cer- 
1911-12, and 1912-13, in the president’s re- tainly the amount of interest which a study 
ports, and in back numbers of the Oberlin similar to Oberlin’s in this regard would 
Review, and these articles are well worth arouse, would justify its attempt. 

the searching. At the conclusion of the Oberlin tried to find out at the same time 
survey President King wrote: “During the why students elected the courses they did. 
year under review a plan carefully studied Why noi press the same inquiry here? Snap 
by both faculty and students for the limit- courses abound, and if the students at 

ation of outside activities was adopted by Oberlin had the courage to say so, students 
the faculty and has gone into action. It at Wisconsin will have the same courage, 

ought to insure that the main work of a and the results will be to the vast improve- 
Student will not be sacrificed to these out- ment of the snap courses. 

side activities, and at the same time that a But we must pass over these phases of 
large number of students will participate the report, interesting as they are. Out- 
in the real value that these activities have side interests were divided into 14 groups 
to give.” Is not this precisely what we of “rivals to scholarly activities” and stu- 
need at Wisconsin? dents were asked to approximate the 

The inquiry was made very broad, the amount of time given to each. Six hun- 
questionnaire method being used. Among dred twenty persons answered the ques- 

other questions it was asked to state why tionnaire (about three-fifths), and it was the 
the student came to college, what he aimed conclusion of the committee that 300 stu- 
to do while there, and the results were sur- dents or half the total number needed to 
prisingly encouraging. We do not have revise their distribution of time. The 

Space to go into this very interesting phase average weekly time spent on outside activ- 

of the survey, futher than to advocate ities was 26 hours; and though the com- 
such a study at Wisconsin. We ought to mittee thought this rather large, it quar- 
imitate the spirit of the minister who an- relled rather with the conditions which let 

nounced as his subject, “Whither are we certain students devote altogether too much 
tending and if so why?” The tendency to time to these interests. Would the re- 
drift through a college course is so pre- sults at Wisconsin be as commendable? 
valent that it would seem the faculty might The committee then took the wisest step 

at least prescribe the limits of drifting. of all. It gave an extended discussion of 
For this state of things, of course, the elec- facts in The Oberlin Review and invited 
tive system is largely to blame, but no less comment. . 

so the student’s undiscriminating choice of It was their “purpose to call attention briefly 

student activities. In the Freshman com- to certain abuses that seem to have establish- 

position classes an effort is now being made ed themselves in an appreciable degree in con- 

to direct the student’s serious thought to- nection with several of the legitimate and de-
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sirable outside activities. Furthermore they and are well worth looking up. The final 
wished to raise the question as to the purpose settlement of the matter was not made un-~ 
of a college education in such a way that it til April 14, 1913. 
will provoke thought and discussion on the At the time student activities were list- 
part of the student body. With this purpose ed according to their value in hours in the 
the Committee discussed the facts that had been fall, winter and spring. Thus the Varsity 
brought out as to the amount of time spent by football team was credited as four hours 
students upon Athletics, the work of the in the fall, basketball as four in the win- 
Christian Associations, and all’ sortsof out- ter and baseball as three in Spring. The 
side work and social activities. All of these, editorship of the paper was credited as 
the Committee felt, now make serious demands one hour’s work through the year, the 
upon the time and strength of students, and in managership as three hours, and other of- 
one way or another interfere with the best work fices graded proportionately. The com- 
upon the courses taken in college. The result plete table may be found on page 125 of 
is that students content themselves with mere- the annual report for 1912-13, and though 
ly meeting * * * the assignments given in the it contains some absurdities is in the main 
lessons * * * * But to spend one’s college life very fair. Upon this grading of outside 
merely as an assignment student * * * * is to activities as a foundation the following 
fail of gaining anything like the possible and rules were put in force: 
desirable results of a college course.” The 1. Outside activities shall be listed on a 

Committee by this discussion hoped “to have basis of hours, corresponding roughly to curri- 
produced some permanent effect in awakening culum hours, the basis of evaluation being the 
vital interest in this important subject.” amount per week of possible study time the 

Is not this the very thing that is needed activity would take, divided by three. 
at Wisconsin? It is a striking commen- 2. The list shall also include the activities 
tary upon. the attitude of the faculty that which do not take sufficient time to warrant 
whereas at Oberlin the faculty committee listing as “hours.” 
co-operated throughout with the student 3. With the approval of his general adviser 
body in their study, agitation for sucha a student may take as a maximum 19 hours in 
survey at Wisconsin has had to begin with the case of men, 17 in the case of women (count- 
the student. ing both college courses subject to the regular 

As a result the men’s senate and later Faculty rules and outside activities) without 
the women’s senate proposed two plans special permission of the Faculty Committee. 

for grading student activities, which are 4. To carry more than 19 hours the student 
very interesting and suggestive but which must obtain the permission of his adviser and 
we do not have space to quote. They may the Faculty Committee, under the same condi- 
be found in the Annual Report of Oberlin tions that govern the taking of extra hours of 
College for 1910-11, on pages 143 and 144, college work.
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5. Within the above limits and with the ap- lin has done. They should take steps to 

proval of his adviser a student may participate prevent the formation of any future 

in as many as three activities at any one time. “activity” until its promoters show cause 

6. To participate in more than three activ- for its existence. In other words the fac- 
ities * * * action is taken as in Rule 4. ulty should have the courage to close the 

7. As a prerequisite to the holding of any sideshows. We have heard it argued that 

elective office, the student must have passed in the faculty does not possess that power; 

all of his college work * * * and have earned if so, then it ought to assume that power. 

a grade, etc. Lack of education is bad enough, but mis- 

Such is the Oberlin scheme. It obvious- education is worse, and unless the facul- 

ly has many defects. It takes no account ty, the responsible power in the university, 

of the intrinsic merit of the outside activi- take steps to prevent the immature stu- 

ties but merely of their time-consuming dent, especially among the women, from 

power. It. does not prevent the forma- adopting wrong values in the college 

. tion of new activities. It perhaps works course, from frequenting the sideshows too 

an injustice to exceptional students, and much and the circus too little, they are 

certainly does not urge forward the re- miseducating the students intrusted to 

tiring. But it has this value for Wiscon- their care. The faculty’s duty is not done 

sin: It shows that a successful survey of when it holds classes and gives marks; it 

such activities can be made by faculty and must also put aside its attitude of aloof- 

students; and having been made, that a ness, and direct and guide and prohibit if 

workable scheme of regulation can be car- necessary, the student’s use of outside 

tied out. activities. 

An attempt at a survey was made here 

some time ago by a committee of students, Kk KR KO K 

belonging to the student conference. The 

attempt was commendable, but it had the Girls’ Activities 

grave defect of presenting only the stu- 

dent point of view. With the presence in (cag) HE average girl, upon coming to 

the University of Professor Allen’s com- Wisconsin desires not only to 

mittee on a survey of the entire institution, ey make new friends, but also to 

we see no reason why that body acting henry make a place for herself. By 

with the student interest committee of the this we do not mean that she is looking for 

faculty, and a committee of student repre- something of unusual distinction, but rather 

sentatives from the outside activities a position which will give her some recogni- 

should not undertake a survey after the tion. She soon learns that to meet both 

Oberlin plan. these ends, she must join one or more of 

But they should go farther than Ober- the numerous girls’ orgatizations. So she
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is taken into one of the literary societies. to the harm of the society, or sit through 
The W. A. A. with its point system en- a vapid program, prepared by members 
courages her to do all she can in that field. who are interested in too many other things 
The Y. W. C. A. claims her religious in- to do any of them decently well, 
terest and she joins either a Bible or a mis- This aimless seeking for recognition is 
sion class, or lends her assistance in other paq enough for the organizations, but how 
departments. Thus she gradually assumes much worse for the girls! In no under- 

more and more resp onsibilities in outside standable sense of the term can it be said 
activities, until, by her uur “_ she ° that the majority of women at Wisconsin further attracted by dramatics, the junior 
play, S. G. A., the glee club, the choral un- 4F€ cultured women, or of Scholarly at- 
iou, journalism or what not. When she tainments, or with any deep-set reading of 
reaches her !ast year, she has become lit- life. They cannot conduct an intelligent con- 
erally “swamped” in interests outside her versation they have not read literature, they 
regular school work. She rushes from one very often are not acquainted with the com- 
committee meeting to another, and spends nest current events of national signifi- 
hours at the telephone making arrange- cance. This is plain speaking, and it mani- ments for more meetings. And by way of — 

recreation she goes to a dance—occasion- eStly wrongs a minority, nor does it take 
ally; probably once or twice a week! into account the utterly false standards 

The result of this feverish activity is which have developed from social inter- 

that in just so far as a girl attempts to do ests but it is a statement that ought to be 
five or six different things at the same made, and the condition which it discloses 
time she lowers the standards of those or- is due in large measure to the pernicous at- 
ganizations in which she ' active, She titude of mind which leads Wisconsin girls can not do a thousand things at once and 

do them all well, and this brings the lit- ‘© Seek this sort of recognition. 
erary societies, for example, to the condi- = Either girls’ organizations are of value 
tion in which they are today. To an out- or they are not. As at present constituted, 
sider the societies are seemingly flourish- 9 put the case gently, their valuation is at 
ing for each organization has a member- 4 joy ebb, and their influence is often 
ship of approximately sixty. Untortunate- wrong. Let us have the courage either to 
'y, members do not make an organization; quit the organizations or reform tiem. Cer- on the contrary, if there were fewer mem- 
bers and these members were vitally inter- tainly the present condition can not obtain 

ested, the organizations would be seriously under any reasoned scheme of educational 
worth while. As it is a girl interested in values. 

literary work must either seek it elsewhere N
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Student Activities legiate athletics. If you intend to be an 

actor, by all means join Edwin Booth or 

An Impression Haresfoot, or the Union vaudeville, because 

Arthur Hallam it will give you a good start. If you intend 

to do Y. M. C. A. work, they are always 

(amg) HAVE only one quarrel with looking for men over there. If you intend 

HTB student activities, namely, that 9 be a sociologist, join the Union; or a 

I for aninstitution whose purport- Politician, run for the conference. If you 

Ral ed object is the advancement are here for that sort of thing, that is the 

of higher learning they are entirely super- best way you can get it. But if you are, 
fluous. There remain but a few weeks of 02 the other hand, here to find out if there 

| my college course, but if I were asked to iS anything worth while in life besides the 

state what I had missed most, I would un- a!mighty great American dollar, and any- 
hesitatingly say that my one regret was thing in life worth striving for after you 

that I did not learn sooner just what the have laid by a satisfactory pile of afore- 

greatest thing was that the college could Mentioned iron men, then the more time 
do for me. In a short time [I you put on student activites, the less you 

will be earning my own living, from Will have really to learn the richness of the 

neccessity if not from choice, and I ‘iches of life. If you don’t care to do any- 

am free to say that I do not expect to thing except get rich, that is of course 

earn one dollar more a week because of your privilege, but the richest men today 
anything that I learned while I was here. will undoubtedly tell you that college is 
What I think I have learned is the fact no place to learn a thing like that. Very 

that a few dollars more or less a week is few of our millionaires have a college de- 

not the most essential necessity of my hap- gree; but when it comes to the question of 

piness. how many of these millionaires are good 

Student activites are a fine thing, but citizens I think there is room for an argu- 

they have no place here. If you intend to ment. | 

be a journalist, by all means work on the You can point to examples of men who 

Daily Cardinal, or the Magazine, or the dabble in student activities and still get 

Badger, or any other of our publications, good marks in their courses. Yet marks 

because you will get some fine experience, are about as much of a criterion of a man’s 

although you will get the same experience knowledge of the course as church going is 

in the real offices, and at the same time you a criterion of right living. A bright stu- 

will be paid while you are learning. If you dent can get a good mark without knowing 

intend to be a professional coach, or a much about his studies, but most of us 

physical director, you will get valuable ex- have to work for what we get. You will 

perience in the work you do in intercol- not find many of the classics, or science, or
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mathematics in the curriculum of the activ- Austria? Can you give any reason why 
ity shark. You cannot serve two masters; you don’t go to church, other than that you 
no more can you be a good student and a don’t like it? Do you have more than a 
good activity man. You will love the one, vague idea of how there came to be Prot- 
and despise the other, and usually you love estants and Catholics? Can you tell the 

. the activity and despise the school work. difference between a republican form of 

Therefore I ask, why waste your time government, and an absolute monarchy, 
with the school work at all? and’ give reasons why you believe in either 
When you get your bachelor’s degree, one? Do you care about what is being 

you become a college man, and in what done in the world of science, other than the 
way are you different from the man who is manufacture of automobiles which you as- 
not college bred? You can earn more pire for? Do you understand the whys and 
money, but “so also can the scribes and wherefores of boss rule, the short ballot, 

pharisees.” I am afraid that befere long the referendum, party government, and 

you will be in the ranks of “the tired busi- commission government? Do the tariff, 
ness man,” and will be content to leave the or the Monroe Doctrine mean anything 

pursuit, interpretation, and classification of to you? Are you abreast of the times? 
knowledge to the college professors, who In other words, can you interpret 
boil it down and serve it to you in “minute life? Anyone that reads can read 
paragraphs.” What will you know of the papers, but not everyone can read be- 
philosophy? Will you know who Muns- tween the lines, If you have no interests 
terberg and Bergson are? Will you be oxtside of clothes, food, and shelter, your 
able to distinguish between Poe and Pope, college degree is a misrepresentation, be- 
or tell the difference between Milton, cause those things are common to all ani- 

Chaucer or Spenser? Will you know who mals. 

Saint Gaudens is, or what Abbey is noted Culture has been described as the abil- 
for, or the difference between Charles, ity to understand illusions. All these 
Richard, and Hans Wagner? Will you things that I have mentioned are of course 
know who wrote Carmen, or Spring Song, not essential to life, but they are the things 
or Sextette irom Lucia? Will you know that make life richer; they are the things 
the difference between farce, comedy, that make life worth while, after we come 
drama, and grand opera? What will you to learn the futility of wealth. To me, col- 
know of history? Will you even know the lege is the place to learn this, and I main- 
principal events of the history of our own tain that the man who is harrassed with 

country, to say nothing of the stories of student activities never really does learn it. 

Greece and Rome, or the fascinating tale Take, for example, the course in the survey 

of the rise of Germany, and France, and of English literature. A student could 
- Spain, and England, and Holland, and spend a whole year studying that course
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alone, and be all the richer as the result . 
when he was through. And there are John Bigheart 
plenty of courses just like that one. If Willard E. Farnham 
you get plenty of exercise and sleep and 
fresh air, I maintain that you cannot spend This Story Received Honorable Mention in the 

too much time on your school work. You Vilas Contest. 
don’t need to be a grind, either, because a ge HE sunflower had an agreeable 
good many of the worst grinds never real- F Ta way of nodding to one in the 
ly learn anything. I have no quarrel with i r@ early morning. It nodded and 
the activities themselves, as I have said, ve shook its head from side to 
but I do feel that it is impossible to get a_ side as though trying to say, “Hello, Boy. 
love of knowledge merely for its own sake, It is fine to be out and around early. Makes 
and still keep up an interest in activities, you shiver and feel good.” 
because it has been my experience that the The Boy leaned against a wall of the 
more the former grows, the more the latter garage, which stood in a corner of the 
decays. This university of ours is so full lawn belonging to the Boy’s house. He 
of a number of things that it seems to me kicked the wall Slowly and thoughtfully 
we should all be as happy as kings, and for with first one heel and then the other. His 
my part I much prefer to commune with hands were in the pockets of his knicker- 
Hawthorne or Darwin or even Mark Twain bockers, and his head, with its cap drawn 
than to spend my midnights in the press almost down to his ears, was far back 
room of the State Journal making up the against the wall. He was ina comfortable 
Cardinal, or on the boards of the Fuller position from which to look at the sun- 
Opera House, rehearsing for the Haresfoot flower, which was itself condemned to lean 
show. against the wall throughout the course of 

It all depends on what you want to get its life. This was because it was a plant 
out of college. If you want to increase and had roots and because it had chosen to 
your economic utility, you will get some grow and mature the single flower it now 
good experience out of student activities. boasted in just that position. 
If you put up the argument that you would The Boy liked the sunflower. He was 
not study if you didn’t have all these its protector and he felt responsible for it. 
things to do, then I say that you’re not When it was the most immature sort of 
getting from college any more than what sunflower, he had prevailed upon the power 
you could just as easily get elsewhere. But  intrusted by the Boy’s father with the care 
if you are interested to know just why itis of lawns and gardens to allow it to live. 
that people say knowledge is power, or that The Boy had held back from the sun- 
the pen is mightier than the sword, or that flower’s young roots the hand of a garden- 

(Continued on page 34) er.
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The sunflower was a good companion be- robin’s nest which he could see from the 
cause it helped and did not hinder one’s front porch of his house. This morning 

thoughts, thought the Boy. Even the Boy the robin was out. And now the Boy 

although he was a young boy, realized the found himself in that one corner of the rear 
character of thuughts. They were shy, he lawn between the garage and a fence, 
knew, and company of the ordinary sort, where a sunflower would have the faintest 
which was human company, was exceed- chance of being able to live and have its 
ingly hard on thoughts. Company could humble being. It was just because the 

send thoughts away precipitately and un- sunflower had chosen this place that the 
expectedly. No one could have thoughts Boy had pleaded successfully for its life. 
if someone your own age was shouting to “It’s queer people don’t like you. I do,” 

you that the so-and-so sisters had their new said the Boy to the sunflower without 
fuzzy Shetland hitched to their new basket actually saying the words. The Boy often 

cart and that for this reason you should talked in that way to company which was 

“come on out.” Neither could anyone not human company. The Boy always knew 

have thoughts when your mother was ask- too whether what he said was understood 

ing you how you tore the three-cornered and appreciated or not. The sunflower did 
rent in your knickers. The chances understand. It nodded the one flower on its 

generally were, when there was a tear in stalk. The Boy liked to think of the one 

the knickers, that the tear was blamable to flower as a face. 

a bush and that the bush was in the finest The Boy realized suddenly that someone 
bit of wild woods imaginable to poke up was talking to him. When he looked 

one’s thoughts. One could not look up at down from the sunflower, he saw that it 
wonderful trees and think and at the same was the Girl. The Girl lived in the house 

time avoid every bush in the path. next to the Boy’s, a house very much like 

It was because the Boy knew the char- the Boy’s own, and the Boy was interested 

acter of thoughts and liked them that he in the Girl. There were fundamental 

had jumped up as the sun came in his win- things about the Girl which interested the 

dow and made all shiny the brass knobs Boy. She was pretty. This morning she 

on the foot of his bed. On sunny morn- was dressed as neatly and almost as pain- 

ings the brass knobs often woke him by fully, thought the Boy, as though she were 

so winking at him. He had taken his cold ready to go to the Wednesday afternoon 

shower, rubbed the body of a healthy Boy dancing class which both attended. She 

into a pink glow, and put on his clothes wore a prim white frock and little half- 

with the few motions that a boy usually stockings which showed two dimpled knees 

requires to dress in the morning when there fascinating in themselves. Her hair was 

is an outdoors waiting for him. Then he brown and curly and she had bound a pink 

had hurried to take a casual look at a_ ribbon about her head. The Boy won-
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dered how the Girl could dress thus and have.” 

feel at ease early in the morning. The Girl The Girl’s laugh rang clear. She had a 

wore clothes as though she liked them, and _ beautiful laugh, but it nettled the Boy. 

yet all the time she was “dressed.” The “If ve got a soul, the flowers have 

Boy thought contemplation of such a crea- souls,” he said doggedly. It was not a new 

ture worth while at times, even though she thing for him to be laughed at by people. 

did interrupt his thoughts. Once his mother had read to him how | 

“What are you doing up so early? Why Pompeii had been buried years ago by a 

are you looking so hard at that old sun- volcano. Watching some painters at work 

flower? I saw you on your front porch on the house and thinking about what his 

from my window and I couldn’t sleep any mother had read, he had said to one of the 

more, Shall we play tennis? They left painters that he believed he could have got- 

a net stretched on our court.” The Girl ten away if he had been in Pompeii when 

ran all this together. the volcano let fly. The painter had stop- 

That was the way the Girl talked, never ped work and laughed; had done nothing 

seeming to stop for breath, and never wait- else; had not even replied before he had 

ing for one to answer all her questions. It gone back to work. 

made conversing with her easy. 8 “T’ll play tennis if you wish,” he said. 

“I don’t know,” said the Boy, in answer “But, honestly and truly, do you believe 

to the general question as to the reason for that flowers have souls?” asked the Girl, 

his being where he was at the time. “ZI her blue eyes widening and showing sus- 

think it’s nice to see things in the morn-  picious hints of laughter again. 

ing.” “Yes,” said the Boy bravely. “I give 

The Boy had frank eyes and he looked my flowers names too.” 

at the Girls hair in a frankly interested “What is the sunflower’s name?” asked 

manner. The Girl did not blush, but she the Girl mockingly. “I’d call it Weedy- 

avoided the Boy’s eyes and turned her own weed.” 

eyes to the sunflower. “John Bigheart,” said the Boy, watching 

“What an ugly weed!” she exclaimed. the Girl to see what she would do. 
“J don’t think it is,” said the Boy. The Girl pursed her lips and laughed 

“Why?” asked the Girl. again. “Sounds like some Indian chief,” 

The Boy hesitated, looking first at the she said. 

flower and then at the Girl. “I don’t “Yes,” said the Boy. “I thought of that | 
know,” he said, “I just like it.” when I named him. I called him John, be- 

“I don’t like it at all. Why do you?” cause the Johns are all brave. He is large 

said the Girl. and strong and he doesn’t want to be notic- 

The Boy hesitated again, Then he said edallthe time. Don’t you think the flower 

simply, “Because it hasa soul. All flowers looks as though it had a big heart?”
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The Girl laughed very mockingly this it his cemetery, because no one else seem- 

- time. “I am going to come over sometime ed to care for it. No one trimmed the 

when you are not looking and tear up your grass, no one cleaned the dirt from the 

flower,” she said. simple monuments that marked the rest- 

“You won't,” said the Boy, his eyes be- ing places of the crowded dead, and no one 

coming bright. seemed to care that the stones on many of 

“I shall,” said the Girl, “to-night.” the graves were fallen and quite covered 

The Boy grasped her by the shoulders by the long grass. Years ago people had 

and shook her roughly. The Girl looked held simple ceremonies in the town church 

at him quickly and then bent her head and or at their homes and laid their dead here. 

began to cry, placing her hands before her That was before the day when people with 

face. She cried softly and it came to the more complex lives who had the tap roots 

Boy that she was not wishing to attract at- of their existence in the city not far away 

tention. He stood still. It was the first had come to the Boy’s town to live. - These 

time he had met this phase of the problem did not bury their dead in the old cemetery 

lovely woman. He had not meant to hurt and the dead of a previous generation rest- 

the Girl. He wondered if she really was ed on in peace. 

hurt. She continued to cry softly. The Boy liked his cemetery better so. He 

He tried to take her hands away from liked the tangled underbrush and he was 

her face. He finally succeeded. The interested in the graves, in the borders of 

Girl turned her face away from him. Then shells which encircied some, and in the 

he kissed her on the cheek of her averted wrought iron fences, now rusted and brok- 

face. en which enclosed resting places of whole 

“Come on,” he said, “We'll play tennis.” families; he was interested in the shattered 

“Would you give me your sunflower if glass cases which had once protected from 

I asked you to?” asked the Girl. Her lips the weather queer little white figures of ar- 

were pouting now. tificial flowers and sometimes queer little 

' ‘The Boy looked a long time at her. Love- statues. 

ly woman was very much of a problem in- In the spring the Boy knew where to 

deed. “No,” he said with finality. “And find violets here, large violets on long 

if you don’t want to play tennis now, I’ll stems. He was sure wild flowers of all 

leave you here.” serts grew here as though they were happy 

“Come on then,” said the Girl. “I'll beat and satisfied and as though they loved the 

you in a race to the court.” place as much as he did. Birds made the 

* * * * * * cemetery their home. The Boy thought he 

On an afternoon not many days after- would much rather lie here if he were dead, 

wards the Boy walked down the shady and with the unkempt grasses waving, the soft 

tangled paths of his cemetery. He called loamy smell coming up from around him,
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and the sun casting checkers on the ground had told him that he must not go near the 
that advanced and retreated as the trees  Girl’s house, because the Girl’s illness was 
rocked above, than in another cemetery he contagious. But that morning his mother 
knew. He felt he could not rest well in had told him he would soon be able to see 
a place like a park where the grass was cut the Girl again, because she was better now. 
regularly. - She had been very ill. The Boy should be 

He had taken the Girl to this cemetery thankful he had not been so ill. 

of his once and she had told him it was not The doctor came out of the Girls’s house, 
nice to step on graves. She had given no walking with a light step. He was a 
reason why it was not nice, but she had young doctor. Before he cranked the 
said very decidedly that she knew it was engine of his car, he stooped to pet a col- 
not nice. He had never taken the Girl to lie who came sidling up to him, wagging 
his cemetery again. his bushy tail. Things could not be very 

As he walked now the Boy picked roses bad in the Girl’s house if the doctor was 
from bushes which had been planted on so light-hearted. The doctor’s car whirred 
the graves. People had once considered away, and the street was left silent in 
a rose bush placed on a grave a tribute to. the afternoon sunshine. 
the dead. The Boy still thought so. The The Boy thought of the Girl. No doubt 
roses on the graves had perpetuated them- she was in her room, the nursery in which 
Selves hardily in spite of the general she had grown up alone. She was an only 
neglect of the cemetery. Coming to a gap child like the Boy and had never had 
made in the rough hedge by a fallen tree, brothers and sisters with whom to share 
which he almost always used as an en- things. The Boy had often played with 
trance to his cemetery, the Boy passed her in her nursery and could visualize the 
through and reached a road. Walking room now. Probably she was lying in her 
briskly, he could be home in a half-hour. bed with the sunshine from out-of-doors 

Curling up on a wicker chair in the shade coming in at her window and nothing for 
cast by the rattan sun curtain, the Boy let her to look at but the fantastic elephants, 
his roses drop to the porch floor. He zebras, tigers, monkeys, and other beasts 
could see an automobile standing before which walked round and round her nursery 
the Girl’s house and he knew it to be the on the border of its wallpaper. These 
doctor’s. The doctor had been a frequent were not much to look at when one was 
visitor at the Girl’s house lately and the getting over a sickness, thought the Bo 
Boy had been told why. The Girl had , y: 
been ill and a card had been placed on the © S8¢ needed flowers. He would take 
door of her house. People did not go to Some to her, because they probably would 
see the Girl any more; people did not even let him see the Girl now that she was get- 
go to see her mother. The Boy’s mother ting well; one could hardly catch a sickness
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from someone who was getting well. He The Boy tiptoed to the bed, opened the 
would see if he could not give her the roses hand on the coverlet, and placed the stem 
from his cemetery, decided the Boy. of the sunflower within it. He bent over 

Then he thought about John Bigheart her, holding his roses behind his back and 
back by the garage. The Boy did not pre- thinking he would offer them to her later. 
tend that he knew all about the Girl. Once “I picked John Bigheart for you,” said 
she had asked him if he would give her John the Boy. " 
Bigheart if she should ask for it. Perhaps The Girl did not seems at all surprised 

she liked the sunflower after all. The Boy to see him. She turned her eyes listlessly 

decided to take his sunflower to the Girl toward him and then raised the sunflower 
along with the roses. slowly and looked at it. 

There were other flowers on the stalk by “The stem is sticky,” said the Girl. “Be- 

now. The Boy broke the tough stem of sides the flower does not smell nice.” With 

the largest flower, which had been the cause gq weak petulant motion she threw John 

of his making the girl cry early one morn- Bigheart to the floor. Then she turned her 

ing. There was no doubt that it took more face to the wall. The Boy could see that 

than a mere boy to understand a girl. With she had closed her eyes. His mind was 

the sunflower in one hand and the roses in coping with a new and strange situation, 

the other, he walked across the lawn of his but he did not hesitate. He picked the 

own house and across the lawn to the Girl’s sunflower up from the floor and left the 

house, passing by the tennis court on which Girl. He could think over causes for 

the Girl and he used to play before she had events much better while he was alone. 

been taken ill, He knocked at the door As he descended the stairs, he heard the 

opening on the side porch of the Girl’s voice of the Girl’s mother, coming from a 

house. Usually he came this way to see room on the second floor. She was say- 

the Girl. It was nearer. ing, “Did you call, dear?” 

No one answered when he knocked and “No, mother,” said the Girl. “I want to 

then he repeated his knock. He would sur- sleep.” 

prise the Girl with his gift. He opened the KR RR REE 

screen door and walked softly up the stairs. When the Boy told his mother one morn- 

The nursery door was open. It was just ing that he felt dizzy and queer in his head 

as he had imagined it. The Girl lay quiet, she called a doctor over the telephone and 

her right arm curving on the coverlet of asked the Boy anxious questions. It was 

the bed, and looked at the procession of strange how a mother always called a doc- 

beasts following each other’s tails round tor when there were little things the matter 

and round the border of the wall-paper. with one, thought the Boy. The doctor 
The sunlight streamed across the floor came. He was the same young doctor who 
from the windows. had come to see the Girl. The Boy was
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giad, because he liked a doctor who was taneous performance of “As You Like It” 

young and could pet collie dogs. in the afternoon, and at night a sympathet- 

Days followed when the Boy had less ic and dignified production of the ‘“Elec- 

and less of a desire to get into the sunshine tra” of Euripides. I know these per- 

out-of-doors. At first he had felt as formances mark an epoch in the spiritual 

though a walk in his cemetery would be and artistic development of more than one 

better for him than the young doctor’s youth, and the emotional satisfaction de- 

medicines. Then it became hard to think. rived from them was, I am sure, very great. 

Thoughts made his head ache and the Now these players are coming again to 

things in the room go round. He heard Madison, and this little advance notice is 

his mother weeping. Her hair was loosen- brazenly an attempt to advertise them, to 

ed and fell over his face. It was so cool- reach across barriers of conformity to our 

ing and refreshing that it reminded him of progressive environment and modestly, but 

the breezes which made John Bigheart nod clearly to inform the spirit of certain ad- 

to him early in the morning. The sun- vantages waiting just around the corner. 

flower was beckoning to him and going It is, you see, a gentle summons. 

away. It was asking him to follow it. So Professor Guthrie, in a sermon which he 

the Boy closed his tired eyes, followed the delivered to the actors of this country has 

sunflower, and quit thinking forever about said, “...if one comes to consider merely 

the things of this earth. how great a thing it is to gather together 

mankind in large masses and effect a com- 

* * * * mon focusing of rapt attention, whereby 

they shall become enormously suggestible; 

The Coburn Players and, in this state of suggestibility, set be- 

John Burrel fore them some portion of the spectacle of 

life, assisting the spectators to divine its 

It is not relevant here to speak of the Meanings and ultimate suggestions; so that 

beginning of the Coburn Players, of their in a few hours they shall have lived tense- 

successes and failures, nor is it necessary to ly and immensely through years of exper- 

"speak of their organization as a business ience and go forth, not weary, but pos- 
company. But it is their sincere appre- sessed rather of a new courage to bear and 

ciation of dramatic literature that I wish dare, of a new piety, reverence, repentance, 

to speak; and, more definitely, of their conviction, victory over self;— ah! what a 

value to us and to the “spoken word” from practical hope for the lover of man and 

an imaginative and spiritual point of view. God!” That “plays are written to be act- 

Two years ago we had the Coburn Players ed” is the idea that the dramatists from 

at Wisconsin, and they played twice for us the time of the Greeks have had in mind, 

out of doors; a sincere, artistic, and spon- and not only the authors but the audiences
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as well have felt the power of the drama as even now: “The highest praise that can be 

a force enabling a community to reach its given to an actress may, I think, fairly be 

highest development. It has been the am- accorded her — she did not act, she was 

bition of the Coburns and their band of Electra.” 

players to present the drama of the world Now the very fact that the Coburns de- 

in a thoroughly acceptable way to the peo- termined to break with the “star” system 

ple of this country. presupposes the desire of working toward 

Mrs. Coburn’s efforts would seem to a definite ideal; i. e., the desire of choosing 

have had their origin in her desire to pre- a high standard of plays to be produced, 

serve the ideals of the stage from the de- and of keeping the standard high by the 

moralizing effect of the “star” system, and quality of their interpretation. Consequent- 

to bring before the people the spoken drama __ly they have acquired players who are like- 

as an educative and spiritual value. It was minded, after the fashion depicted in the | 

a hazardous attempt, and there was no want old adage, “birds of a feather,” consci- 

of difficulties to be overcome. These have entious, thoughtful men and women. There 

been partially surmounted, however, so that is an atmosphere of artistry, of good will 

now bookings are made with the Coburn which pervades their productions — a rath- 

Players for months in advance. They er remarkable situation when one considers 

come, and with purpose and good will per- the really personal relationship which the 

form, where and how they may. They the acting of these players bears to their 

have the advantages as well as the disad- audience. 

vantages of the changeableness of the Every part of the production has a rel- 

weather. They have played into rain ative value to the impression regarded as 

storms often, when happy effects of nature a whole and the Coburns therefore en- 

and art are through caprice made possible. deavor to make their settings peculiarly 

It was such a happy coincidence of this appropriate. “Creation of illusions,” it 

combination when I saw them play “Elec- has been said, “is the eternal problem of 

tra.” The night was cool. The clouds were stagedom———there has been a movement 

heavy, yet we were aware they obscured a_ leading drama back to its original begin- 

brilliant moon, and the dark quiet air nings in nature. The props have been ban- 

which brooded over us mistfully bathed ished, the stage widened into the campus, 

the hills. All the stage was a mass of trees, field or forest. Universities thoroughout | 

and when Electra came out, it was indeed the country have indorsed the innovation.” 

a thrilling moment to me. Faster and fast- These players have an artistic feeling about 

er came events. Action mastered and held their work which is the result of constant 

me rapt. And I find to-day a short but contact with the works of great artists. By 

most appropriate quotation from the Daily absorption they have learned. Outside or 

Princetonian which expresses what I feel inside, they decorate in such a way as to
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create an effect at once beautiful and pur- sible to spread a broad culture over the 
poseful. . people of a democracy (which Mark Twain 

Lastly and most important, however, I doesn’t question) there is no better way to 
feel what is so often said of the Coburn proceed than by following the work of the 
Players, that their aim is to teach, and this Coburn Players, Another writer in speak- 
pleasing form of entertainment is the means ing of this part of the subject remarks that 
of this greater end. “Amateurs cannot “the rehabilitation of the stage as a most 
bring out the real value of a play,” Mr. important educational factor has been a 
Coburn says, “and, if there is anything ed- long and slow process one might say is still 
ucational in the acted drama (and there going on. The growing and deliberate 
certainly is), it must be well acted.” Like use by AMERICAN universities of groups 
real teachers, then, these actors are in- of professional players to illustrate their 
spired souls who have put into reality what courses in literature by performing, pri- | 
of their dreamings of a greater and better marily for the students, classic plays un- 
world has been possible. Like real teach- der conditions somewhat approximating 
ers, their hope and ambition is to inspire the original ones may be considered a step 
others, to stimulate their souls by bring- in the process.” And again, and more perti- 
ing into their lives the suggestions of nent to these players: “In this age of stage 
greater lives and actions; for by the re- commercialism, when the serious side of the 
velation of example, rather than by the per- theatre was never more neglected, it is 
suasion of speech, may teachers come to be surprising to find a group of players able 
rea ly stirring forces to prevent stagnation and willing to forego the selfish considera- 
in the lives of others. The drama of the tions of their day and devote themselves to 
spoken word must teach, and teaches, the presentation of the poetic drama.” And, 
whether trey will or no, are they who are to make an end of quotation, a_ teacher, 
the exponents of dramatic literature. What Miss Edith Wescott, has summed up very 
Mark Twain says seems to me to have thoughtfully the influence of the Coburn 

Significance: “America devotes more time, Players: “The value of the acted drama 
money, labor and attention to distributing ——-cannot be over estimated. At a time 

literary and musical culture among the gen- when ideals are in the making, when en- 
eral public than does any other nation. thusiasms are freshest, when literary taste 
Yet you find her neglecting what is possi- is in the formative stage, and young peo- 
bly the most effective of all the breeders ple are determining the forms of pleasur- 
and nurses and disseminators of high lit- ab'e entertainment which have the strongest 
erary taste and lofty emotion—the classic appeal, it is essential that the classic drama 
stage. To leave that powerful agency out be presented under conditions at once most 
is to haul the culture wagon with a crip- strongly educative——and alluring.” 
pled team.” And assuming that it is pos- Throughout the pamphlets and propo-
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anda relative to the Coburns and their . 
. s Carnival 
Players, one knows that the ambition of 

Mr. and Mrs. Coburn is to realize the act- A Rococo Fantasy 

ual formation of a University Theatre As- Ralph Bailey Yewdal 

sociation, from which “direct benefits to ape eey wees 
. 7 9? education may be derived,” and out of In mask and motly, rouge and paint, 

which will “ultimately be created a public Swings on apace Life’s Pantomime, 

demand for an endowed theatre.” So that, Swings on apace Life’s Pantomi :, 

while this may lie far in the future, it may A tinsel farce, all sham and show, 

not be so impossible of realization as some But one in which, when comes our time, 

suppose. At all events, there are many of . Each one of us must play a part, 
. . Lord Fate the one who casts us so- 

us who earnestly desire the accomplishment 
. Lo! You, cherie, are Columbine, 

of this end, and patronage and support now And I, alas, but Pierrot! 

may make for a better order “in the year 
3 ; ”? , 

that’s coming on. I. Adagio Apassionato. 

The Coburn Players give us wholesome IL. Prestissimo Tumultuoso. 

entertainment to which we should respond III. Lento. 

with enthusiasm and alacrity. It is our 

own loss if we do not make the most of this ; ; 
I. Adagio Apassionato 

opportunity. We pay ample tribute, daily, 

to Caesar,—as a friend of mine writes, “we  (f#iM) T is a great room, richly adorned, 

are in this day to day life we live circling © 4 with its walls panelled in gorge- 
. littl h h if motions i ; a ous green and gold. The furni- 

eres, ha if our emotion gy SoD ; 
nour’ “P , PPY ; as ture, slight and graceful in the 
are not degrading, our actions not vile. Of days of Louis Quatorze, is upholstered 

really big, vision-full attitudes and works ;, green and embroidered with golden bees. 

we have been, God knows, quite innocent.” Qn one side of the room is a huge fireplace, 

One reason for this is the fact that we meet cold and bare now——. On the white man- 

with so little that stimulates to action, or tlepiece ticks a clock, magnificent with gold 

inspires in us worthy emotions. This com- and ivory, and flanked by two rosy Cupids, 
. . who point forever with unwavering fin- 
ing of the Coburn Players will be a wel- j . j 

gers at the silvery dial and the moving 

come change from the hum-drum of our | 44, On the other side of the room 
everyday occupation; it is a change toen- j, 4 huge doorway, hung with great green 

able the spirit to grow, for the soul to be curtains which sweep down to the floor in 

fed. splendid curves. At the back another door-
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way opens into a smaller room, hung with It is very still——-. Only the murmur of 
mirrors, in the center of which a sparkling the fountain, and now and then the throb of 
fountain plays in a charming white basin a cello or the fluttering sigh of a flute from 

——. At the top of the dazzling column behind the great, green portieres——. At 
is a glittering glass globe which the foun- times, one hears the whispers of lovers 
tain juggles and throws into the air and from behind the curtains, and the sound of 
catches again, as a laughing girl flings an lips meeting and the low music of soft 
ivory ball aloft and clasps it again in her laughter. And ever and anon, the galop- 

eager hands——. And as the gleaming ping wind without cries like a lost soul, and . 
crystal globe hangs suspended, brighter dashes the leaves of yesteryear against the 
than the most dazzling diamond, the foun- window-pane. 

tain seems to laugh and prattle for sheer White-faced Pierrot, with his legs cross- 

joy of the play. The great green room is ed beneath him, and the red, painted smile 

lighted by countless candles in gold and about his mouth, looks up into the face of 
ivory candlesticks; every corner is bril- lovely Columbine——. 

liant with a myriad of tiny lights——. “There are voices in the wind tonight,” 

It is Shrove Tuesday——-. Upon a low, he whispers. “Voices that cry of sorrow 

green couch in one corner of the room, sits and of death.” 

the most lovely Columbine imaginable——. “Death!” whispers lovely Columbine 

Her dress, which reaches only to her knees, with a shudder, and with a quiver of her 

is pale blue with spangles of gold and white, red lips. “Must Death come to us at last, 

and her silk stockings and high-heeled even as it does to common mortals?” 

satin slippers, with their silver buckles set “Even to us——. Not so quickly perhaps, 

with brilliant stones, are likewise of pale but just as surely. Lovely Columbine, 

blue. Upon her white breast, suspended white-faced, red-smiling Pierrot, bewhisk- 

by a fine golden chain from about her neck, ered Pantaloon—all must go——. We shall 

is a little curved heart of gold—. She is al- all be but dust and ashes, and the wind 

together charming as she sits there, with will blow us away into the night.” 

her mask at her side, her dainty feet cross- “And that will be the end of us?” 

ed, and her fingers toying with the delicate, “The end? Who knows?———No, it can- 

white fan in her lap. not be the end. There are some things 

And so thinks the white-faced Pierrot, which do not die—Friendship, Hate, Love, 

who sits at her feet upon the floor looking —all these do not die, and we who shared 

up admiringly from under his painted eye- them will not die. No. Love is stronger 

brows into her lovely face, with its be- even than Death.” 

witching blue eyes and its red, red mouth, And the cello beyond the curtain sighed, 

at her hair of the color of Roman gold, and the flute gave a little cry of longing. 

and at her white rounded arms. “Love?” says lovely Columbine, with a
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contemptuous pout of her lips, and a shrug hovers about her. She puts her rounded 

of her white shoulder. “What do you know arms about his neck. Their lips meet——. 

of Love? Pierrot can know nothing of Her lips seems to draw forth his soul-——.. 

Love.” The clock ticks softly on. It seems an age 
“You think so?” he says softly. “And since their lips have met. And now she 

yet there might be stranger things——. has drawn hers away, and the kiss is ended. 

What can you know of what goes on in Pierrot’s heart is beating wildly, and his 

my heart, in my brain? Who can tell what pulses are leaping. His breath comes quick 

is behind Pierrot’s white, painted face, and and short as he sits down once more at 
his red, painted smile?——-, You hear the Columbine’s feet. | 

wind? It cries and sighs not of death and “ Was it nice?” she asks, smiling and 

sorrow alone. It also tells of peril and dan- bending her head down to him, and as he 

ger, of toils and tribulations, surpassed, tries to seize her hand, she draws it back 

overcome. Has not Pierrot aided lovely with a laugh that sounds like the chiming 

Columbine in countless dangers, has he of little silver bells. “Sing to me, Pierrot.” 

not baffled the Prince of Evil in the mil- “Of what shall my song be?” asks Pier- 

lions of Pantomimes?——It seems as if rot, as he clutches the red pompons of his 

Pantaloon and I have been saving you white slippers in his hands. “Shall it be 

since the beginning of the world. Did of your white arms, or your red lips, or 

you ever think why?——-And then at the of your golden hair? Or shall it be of 
end, Harlequin steals your heart, and—we your beautiful eyes?” 

see you no more. Do you think that it is She looks at him over the top of her white 

joy to be Pierrot, when one sees what it is fan——. What beautiful eyes she has! 

to be Harlequin ?——Pierrot is the clown, “Yes, it shall be of your eyes. They are 

but Harlequin is the lover. Who would be the color of violets in the early spring.” 

Pierrot when he could be Harlequin?” And the viols behind the curtain sound a. 

“You speak very prettily, Pierrot mine,” jong note, the hautboy breathes a sigh 
murmurs lovely Columbine. “You may which sounds like the tones of a lonely 

kiss me, Pierrot.” shepherd’s pipe heard on the purple hills 

“Kiss you?” stammers Pierrot. at dawn, and all is still once more. 

“Yes, if you like,” and she turns up her Pierrot lifts up his voice and sings. 

beautiful face and pouts her red lips, so Your violet eyes are such, I ween, 

that they look like two petals of a full- As those which brought great dule and teen. 

blown rose. On windy Troy; not Artemis, 

Pierrot rises to his feet, and bends down Though goddess she, could boast, I wis, 

over Columbine——. How beautiful she Such eyes, nor Hera, Heaven’s Queen. 

is! He bends his face down to hers. He The ransom of a Tamburlene, 

can smell the faint oder of violets which | Ay! Heaven and Hell and all between
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I'd fling away, could I but kiss Pierrot looks up at the lithe, graceful, 

Your violet eyes! gleaming figure, and at the dark, hand- 

Youth flies, Age comes, the Passion keen some face with its high, arched brows, its 

Which now is mine soon flits the scene, fierce eyes, bold nose, and eager red mouth 

Naught’s had, all’s spent, Life seems amiss; ——-, But he says nothing. 

And yet no sorrow mine but bliss, “Ha!” exclaims Harlequin in his high, 

For have I not once lived and seen keen voice. “Whom have we here? Pier- 

Your violet eyes? rot!——— Since when have you begun to 

And again the viols whisper softly, and haunt the ladies? Amusing, is it not?” 

all is still again. “Don’t,” begs Columbine softly, placing 

But lovely Columbine leans forward to her white hand upon his gleaming arm. 

Pierrot, her eyes shining like stars, and her “Your friend, Pantaloon, is without 

red lips parted. looking for you. You had best join him 
“Ah! Pierrot, I never knew. And do you -—. Clowning is your task, not Love. You 

really— ?” are only Pierrot,—while I—I am Hare- 

But she never finishes her question. lequin. You may love Columbine, but she 
can never be yours. You may help her 

Hl. Prestissimo Tumultaoso through toils and tribulations; you may 

There is a loud sound of brazen horns, yearn and sigh for her, but at the end of 

a clash of the cymbals, and the great green the Pantomime she will always be mine——. 

curtains are suddenly dashed apart. See, Pierrot.” 

Through the opening leaps a lithe, grace- And he passes his gleaming arm about 

ful figure. He is dressed in a dazzling Columbine’s waist, and kisses her upon 

suit, made of red and green diamond-shap- her red lips, her rounded, white arms, and 

ed pieces of some gleaming stuff, cunningly her beautiful shoulders. 

fastened together. And he glitters and “See, Pierrot,” he cries in his high, keen 

shines like a lizard in the lambent light of voice, and kisses Columbine’s violet eyes. 

the candles. He leaps on high, and dances Poor Pierrot drops his eyes, and remains 

and whirls about the room, gesturing with seated at Columbine’s feet. His lips quiv- 

the bending, wooden sword, which he holds er, and the red, painted smile, is ghastly 

above his head. And as he ends his wild upon his white face. 

dance, he snatches off his black mask, and “Ha!” cries Harlequin, pointing at the 

sinks upon the couch beside Columbine. clock, magnificent with gold and ivory, 

“Columbine!” he cries, kissing her white and flanked by two rosy Cupids, who point- 

hand. ed forever with unwavering fingers at the 

“Harlequin,” murmurs the lovely Col- silvery dial, and the moving hands, “It is al- 

umbine, and there is a little catch in her most the hour! In a few minutes, the great 

silvery voice. bell will strike, and the forty days will be-
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gin.” rot stands there in the great open window, 

“The forty days!” repeats lovely Colum- and gazes out into the moon-drenched gar- 

bine with a shudder. den. But Harlequin and Columbine have 

“Come,” cries the dazzling Harlequin to disappeared. 

Columbine. “Come before it is too late The tears run slowly down his cheeks, 

~——. The candles are already low. They and he gives a great sob. For he—he, too, 

are guttering. See! It is growing dark.” loves the lovely Columbine. 

And now he looks at what he is holding 

Il. Lento in his hand——. It is the little, golden 
Hark! The great bell above has begun heart wiich hung upon Columbine’s white 

to toll the hour of twelve. Each stroke breast! 

seems like a blow upon poor Pierrot’s heart. 

“ Come,” cries Harlequin, throwing wide * 4 4 * 4 * F 

the great windows which open upon the 

garden. Concerning Undergraduate 
The candles are dying. Now there are . 

only two left burning! Now only one! Story Writing 

And now that is out, and the room is in Warner Taylor 

darkness. 

Harlequin grasps Columbine by the This article, finding its reason for being 

rounded, white arm. “Come,” he cries. in the general interest shown by Wiscon- 

Pierrot clutches her white hand, and sin undergraduates during the past two 

kisses it. She stoops in the darkness, and years in the beneficent Vilas Story Contest, 

kisses Pierrot full upon the lips, as he has as its purpose a review of the narra- 

kneels there at her feet. She presses some- tive tendencies disclosed by the stories 

thing into his hand, and leaves him there submitted and a valuation of those ten- 

alone in the. dark. dencies in the light of the trend of modern 

The last stroke of twelve! There is a_ fiction. Such a summary and such a criti- 

low wail from the cello, and a sound of cism are due the contestants, many of whom 

breaking strings. Pierrot givesa great sob were disappointed of recognition through 

as he kneels there in the roaring darkness, failure to understand those limitations in- 

with the something clasped in his hand. The herent in a purely collegiate competition, 

wind rushes in from the garden, and dashes subject matter. One stands very little 

a few scattered leaves of yesteryear in- chance from the points of view of length 

to his face. and chance, for instance , with a narrative 

He walks to the window. The moon of fewer than two thousand words unless 

struggles from behind the driving clouds, striking originality of idea be joined with 

and floods the garden with its light. Pier- unusually forceful style. Nor would one:
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fare better when attempting a subject either we step beyond the bounds of the known, 
beyond his experience or of so sensational a we are in a land of conjecture: at best we 
nature as to find its fitting expression in a can convey a faint simulacrum of the 
Newgate Calendar: on the one hand, the original, seeing things through other eyes, 
writer’s reach has exceeded his grasp—on betraying our readers with the copy of a 
the other, it should have done so. copy. Our art becomes a vague impres- 

It is axiomatic in authorship that one sionism that tries to obscure ignorance of 
should write only of what he knows. Oc- draftmanship behind a vivid general effect. 
casional Defoes may controvert this law I think the reason for our seeking alien set- 

with such brilliant tours de force of real- tings lies partly in a distrust of the power 
ism as “A Journal of a Plague Year” where of our environment to grip our public. 
the unnumbered dead in the gutters of a What claim to perpetuation have the un- 
stricken London appear as if through the heroic thoroughfares of our home-town or 
camera lens; but the power of convincing- the familiar Toms and Dicks and Harrys 

ly recreating the past is a rare power, and who amble comfortably along them? When 
merely near-success therein means rapid have ‘duty and inclination come nobly to 

neglect, as Mr. Hope and Mr. Weyman and _ the grapple’ about or within the homes of 
the lesser brotherhood of historical novel- our neighbors? It is only when we have 
ists are finding out. Mr. Churchill, a kind gone away, when distance has lent to the 
of Messionier of the pen, in his truth to de- view what the poet held it would, that the 
tail promises to endure longer for Mr. stories that might have been commence to 
Churchill is a research scholar in the field shape themselves against the neglected set- 
of his interest and transfers to his narra- ting. 

tives of the past the accuracy of the his- The attitude of an old acquaintance of 

torical monograph. It is a pity that the mine in this matter is typical. He was a 
research method in fiction is given to rob- whimsical tyro at the writing game, the 

bing the resulting pages of vivacity. Not kind of a chap who would poise his pencil 
one in a thousand can project himself back- over a map and chose for his setting the 
wards even half a century with justifying town nearest which its irresponsible point 

success. Nor will a writer do wisely in descended—a man without a conscience. He 
feigning knowledge of a setting in present used to dot his Arizona landscapes with 

time tho foreign to his experience. coyotes and arroyos, pinto ponies and adobe 
It profits little to sketch, in imagination, houses,—with all “the paraphernalia of the 

a mere dream-India after the ‘ten league pseudo-picturesque” that have now been 
canvas’ of Kipling; and it would be better copyrighted in perpetuity by the moving 
to resist the clear call of romantic Japan and picture shows,—and would complete his 
Alaska until we know them as do Lafcadio local color by coating everything with al- 
Hearn and Jack London. For, the moment kali dust that always parched the throat
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of his tenderfoot hero and got into the in our lives, unless modified in terms of the 
eyes of his readers. His West existed by demands of art, is likely to prove deadly 
the courtesy of Messrs. Wister and Rem- dull. We must reduce the melodramatic 
ington. to the probable and raise up the petty just 

I asked him once why he found no in- asa landscape with its emotion of peace or 
Spiration in the quiet New England town tumult, must be lowered or heightened in 
of his rearing, only to elicit the observa- tone to meet the vision of the painter. Im- 
tion that “Shakespeare couldn’t make this agination and the inner eye, then, must ele- 
hole interesting.” Well, maybe not, but vate our subject to a plane of wide appeal. 
the Miss Deland of “Old Chester Tales” We must learn that a mere transcript of 
could have done so, or, to come closer to prosaic life, as we have lived it, unfortified 
Wisconsin, Miss Zona Gale of “Friendship by charm of style or humor, may be mem- 
Village” fame. And how about Mr. orable to us ourselves and of interest to 
Hamlin Garland whose only claim to our our friends, who are our other selves, but ' 
interest lies in the fact that he wrote of not at all appealing outside of the range of 
life as he knew it in a setting whose every our personality. The little thing bulks 
feature had been etched into his memory. large on the small ocean island, and the 
(Would it be kindly to ask what has hap- amateur in story writing is likely to be in- 
pened to Mr. Garland now that he has ad-_ sular. 

ventured, as we are all tempted to do, be- But perhaps our quarrel lies with the in- 
yond the farm life of the Middle West that sistent writer of melodrama rather than 
he knew so well?) Mr. Bernard Shaw has with him who would be overtrue to life as 
announced categorically of himself that he he knows it. We all know them, those in- 
is a charlatan, and he is NOT: were my ductive detective stories, those hectic tales 
New England acquaintance to say the same of midnight murder and robbery, those 
would he find any one to deny it? No, the tearful sketches of life in Poverty Row that 
leaping ambition that transcends experi- invade the field of the professional ‘sob 

ence, the imagination that runs riot with sister.’ In them the writer relies on sheer 
common sense, make merely for failure. Of excitement for effect, forgetting that there 

such is not the kingdom of art. is little new under the sun that shines on 
Nor can we go beyond experience either him or his invention, and that originality, 

in the matter of plot selection, though I uniqueness of experience, is demanded here 

would have it understood that by experi- especially. 

ence I do not mean a narrow limitation of Now-a-days, when the first paragraph of 

theme and story to what has actually hap- a story discloses a venerable bank presi- 
pened to us or to our friends. Indeed, such dent who is also superintendent of a Sun- 

a restriction would handicap us hopelessly, day school, seated back of his mahogany 
for the thing that has actually taken place desk, or a cashier behind his bars, I simp-
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ly ask the aut2or how much money the one_ singularly elusive of reduction to formula. 

or the other stole and whether the jury It is simple enough to fill one’s pages with 

granted the plea for mercy. Or take but types, easier yet to descend to caricature, 

the love tale that the gray haired sopho- for there we deal with one-sided people who 

more likes to tell, before any but the mother do not pretend to the complexity of the ful- 

love has been his * * * But perhaps I go ly realized individual, the individual who 

too fast; it may be that he has already differs from the normal in degree not in 

hitched his wagon to a local star—or a_ kind, and whom, .we, the reader, knowing 

planet, for the matter of that—and in con- well, could trust to behave rationally—not 

sequence is fully equipped to reduce the impulsively. Such an one will be convinc- 

world’s stock of knowledge on the subject. ing. We think that we can trust ourselves 

It may be that he is fully equipped—but to invent erratic characters on the assump- 

there are those who doubt it. At any rate tion that irrationality knows no law: we 

he should refrain from tearing the mask would do well to bear in mind that several 

from the mental processes of middle age in alienists have sat solemnly in judgment 

love. Undoubtedly one should write of the over the mental phenomena exhibited by 

world as he has found it, then; but his the madman in Tennyson’s “Maud,” ready 

record will be one of interpretation, motiv- to arraign his human creator if his puppet 

ated by a sincere love of his art, rather proved untrue to the nature of lunatics, It 

than a mere literal transcript of his misad- is difficult to escape the specialist anywhere 

ventures in thought and action. these days, and only that writer is ready for 

It is an old saying that truth to art is a trial who has been true to his art. 

greater thing than truth to nature, and he So much on the side of plot and charact- 

is the true artist who, as far as lies in his er and setting. What about the structure, 

power, sees deeply and thinks sincerely. the architectonics, of the stories? Must 

And what of the characters who are to we strive to be artists of form too? Well, 

perform these actions in this known set- some who have studied the matter say that 

ting? Must we limit them as we have there is a sharp distinction between simple 

limited our setting to the known and notic- narrative and narrative with plot; that the 

ed? Yes and no. And the test here is one is easy to write because the author fol- 

largely a psychological one, the apparatus lows his pen from page to page rather than 

being the depth and breadth of our knowl- is sense of construction; that the other is 

edge of human nature. If we have failed extremely difficult to do because of its 

to observe our fellows, if we have never structural complexity, because—to quote 

tried to analyze personality, if whims and Mr. Clayton Hamilton—it seeks to produce 

eccentricities have never interested us, we ‘a single narrative effect with the greatest 

shall be but poorly equipped for character economy of means consistent with the 

creation. Individuality is easily felt but greatest emphasis,’—which is certainly dif-
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ficult of accomplishment. But surely the told pirate story of our language. This 
difference is no more than one of degree. effort to beautify the medium of expression 

With the single exception of ‘linear nar- has grown apace. With the laws of story 
rative’ which is written under the loose, writing on the structural side firmly 
episodic formula of the daily journal, every grasped there has come a desire to ‘pack’ 
story that is told must consciously strive in the prose and quicken the story—which 
in terms of the three elements of Mr. usually means that each word and phrase 
Hamilton’s definition. One cannot tell us will be heavy with connotation, and will 
about the capture of a trout or the shoot- have wherever it would be artistic to have 
ing of a deer-mouse without thinking of beauty of euphony along with this unex- 
unity of appeal, of economy, and of em- pected flash of penetrating meaning. 
phasis. Whatever description occurs in narrative 

The problem naturally varies with the has especially benefitted from this ten- 
plot-intricacy, but the same problem is al- dancy to beautify: description has now 
ways present. For myself I do not know become a high art where in the early days 
what is meant by simple narrative so of story telling it was an inchoate and un- 
simple that it does not benefit from the art lovely thing. But it is very unsatisfactory 
of the master-builder. I maintain that the to try to discuss so broad a topic as “style” 
problem is just as difficult as that of ex- ina Single paragraph. I am content mere- 
position or argumentation and of equal ly to have mentioned it. 
value as mental discipline. But it is a As a final word it seems to me that Wis- 
problem that has been met squarely by consin undergraduates, like those else- 
undergraduate contestants in the Vilas where, would benefit greatly from a deep- 
Story Contest. The judges were impress- er seriousness of purpose. Despite the 
ed with the firm technique of the stories satisfactory average of the manuscripts 
submitted. turned over to the judges, there were too 

But there is something even beyond all many stories whose obvious genesis could 
this in the writing of a narration, an ele- be traced back to some irresponsible 
ment too often neglected. I mean the drama of the moving picture screen, too 
necessity for style, the need for saying a many situations that only maturity could 

thing memorably as well as clearly. It develop with conviction—and then only 
is what Wilkie Collins and Charles Reade, thoughtful, experienced maturity. Life 

along with most of the later Mid-Victori- in art is too serious for trifling with, and 
ans did not possess, and what our contem- a 
poraries, Kipling, Hewlett, Locke, Ben- that is exactly what the undergraduate is 

nett, Galsworthy, Edith Wharton,—possess 0ing when he assumes omniscience by 
in conscious pride. It is what makes taking over every province of thought and 
Treasure Island the most charmingly action for his own.
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Unprepared “Who is it that you call Mibsie?” in- 
quired the nurse as she held the pillow for 

Winifred M. Keith Kate to lean back upon. 
. “It is my little girl, Miss Worth, I call 

aera) HE high iron bed had been push- her Mibsie sometimes instead of Mabel 
» | ed close up to the window, so and oh! Miss Worth, how I wish I had 
it ) 4 that Kate, who had lain upon it her here with me. When can I go west?” 
a fa for weeks, might get all the “We haven’t decided yet, but it won’t be 

oxygen that she could inhale. She had long, I think. I'll leave now and let you 
tired of looking at the sunstreaked garden read your mail.” 
plot that lay below her window, and had Kate broke the seal on Aunt Jen’s letter 
turned her face to watch the nurse, white- and then dropped it, for she had suddenly 
clad and cheery, as she moved in and out guessed that the other was from Mibsie. 
of the palely tinted sick-room. Excitedly she tore open the envelope, she 

Kate coughed, sat upright, and coughed unfolded a securely packed little letter. It 
again, more violently. The nurse hurried began “My dearest mamma.” She could 
into the room and stayed with her until she read no farther. The things in the room 
had quieted. moved before her eyes and grew more and 

When she lay down, she remained al- more indistinct. 
most motionless for a while. Then, she Her head fell back upon the pillow. In 
turned slowly to the nurse and said, “I the bright light of the window, her skin 
didn’t get a letter, did 1?” seemed transparent, her flushed cheeks 

“Maybe, I’ll see,” and, humming to her- were thin and her white hands, holding the 
self, the nurse went out into the corridor unread letter, lay limp and bony upon the 
of the hospital. coverlet. 

She came back almost immediately and The change of position rested her cough- 
asked, “Which hand to you want, my little racked body and breathing slowly and 
lady ?” 

more heavily, she fell asleep. 
“The right. No, neither. You haven't Ske awoke late in the afternoon. Fruit- 

anything but that tester, anyway.” lessly, her eyes sought Miss Worth. Be 
“Yes, I have. See! one letter in my coming conscious that she had left some 

ae _ _ and an“ oe Mi desire unfulfilled, she recalled her neglect- ay I sit up and rea em, iss va 
Worth? Really, I feel lots better than I ea letters. She found one still in her grasp have for a long time.” and lifting it, she eagerly read it through. 

Taking them she added, “One letter { 42 expression of contentment spread over 
know is from Aunt Jen. She'll tell me her face and when she had replaced the 
about Mibsie.” letter in the envelope, she sat smiling—at
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nothing, just smiling because she was “I think so. I hope Mabel will learn to 
happy. do everything that she does well. If she 

The nurse, carrying a large towel on her can’t have a big education, I want her to 
arm, a white basin of steaming water in know some thing, thoroughly. I didn’t 
one hand and a soap-box in the other, know that, when I was a girl, or I didn’t 
stepped into the room and found her so. believe it. I studied stenography a little, 
She smiled in response to Kate’s bright but just as soon as I could get any position 
welcome and turned to the table at the at all, I stopped. And look at me! Do I 
head of the bed for the pitcher of water want Mibsie to come to this, to do what I’ve 
with which she lowered the temperature of done? 
the wash-water which she had brought. “Why, Miss Worth, I was only seventeen 

Testing it with a finger, she said, “I when I started to work. Just think of that! 
guess, someone had a pleasant dream, I got just twenty dollars a month, but I 
didn’t she?” didn’t care, because I was going to get 

“That’s it, Miss Worth, I’m afraid its married in less than a year. Joe was work- 
only a dream—my going to see Mibsie, as ing in a bank and he said that I didn’t need 
she thinks I will soon. She says she can to earn any money, that he would have 
hardly wait for me to get well. But she'll enough, easily, for us both. Weren’t we 
have to wait a long time, won’t she, while foolish? Wasn’tI foolish? Oh! ve had 
I’m out west? Shall I sit up straight while so much time to be sorry in. It seems as 
you fix me up?” Kate spoke with an un- though, all the time, I’m sorry for some- 
expected vigor and Miss Worth’s face grew thing or for everything. Sometimes, 
anxious for a moment. when I look at our little Mibsie, I’m sorry 

But she replied with professional calm. for everything. , 
“You may when I get ready to comb your “Joe only lived two years after Mibsie 
lovely hair.” was born. Oh! that horrible, horrible, 

Kate was not to be diverted from her night, when they brought him home to me 
subject. She continued in her talkative —dead! I didn’t know that he was hurt 
strain. or anything was wrong until they brought 

“Miss Worth, you should see what a him home,— Why are you going, Miss 
nice letter my little girl wrote. She isn’t Worth? I won’t talk about it any more.” 
seven yet and, I guess, this is the first one “I think Pll take this water out before 
she ever wrote to anybody.” I comb your hair, I might tip it over the 

The nurse paused in her attentions upon way I did yesterday.” 
Kate and read the child’s little letter. The sudden disappearance of Miss Worth 

“Doesn’t she spell well, though, Mrs. displeased Kate. By way of occupation 
Weston?” she remarked. “That’s quite a she decided to read Aunt Jen’s letter. 
letter I should say.” She knew that it would be hateful to her.
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She couldn’t enjoy a letter from anyone well.” 

who was taking the place of Mibsie’s “Dear heart! think what a fool I was”—. 

mother, who could enjoy her cute grown- A fit of coughing broke off her sentence. 

up remarks, who could make her curls in When it stopped she said, “I want to lie 

the morning, and tuck her in bed at night. down.” 

Besides, she was afraid that Aunt Jen, in Miss Worth made her comfortable, and 

her quiet forceful way, would touch her seeing that Kate was still, she moved quiet- 

~ sorest spot and say, “You should have ly to the window, thinking that her silent 

been prepared.” Kate knew too well that presence might induce in her patient 

she should have been, but till then she had the sleep which she so seriously needed. 

not felt the courage to entertain such an But she was disappointed, for a very sleep- 

uncomfortable conviction, and so, she had less voice inquired, “What are you looking 

allowed the letter to remain unread. at, Miss Worth?” 

Now, she drew it from the envelope. She “Oh, I thought that you were going to 

saw, “My Own Dear Girl.” Aunt Jen, then sleep, little lady,” replied the nurse, turn- 

was going to be nice about it. The whole ing around. 

letter pleased Kate so much that she rang “I can’t sleep. I’m so glad that Aunt 

for Miss Worth, too impatient to await Jen wants me that I can’t go to sleep. 

her return. When my husband died, she asked me, 

“Please, excuse me for calling you,” she then, to come with Mibsie, and I wouldn’t 

begged. “I didn’t really need you, but I go. Do you know why? I couldn't say 

want you to see what Aunt Jen said.” that she’d been right and I’d been wrong— 

“Do you want me to read this one, too?” you know what about—about my quitting 

“Yes, I want you to know how good she the business-school. She wanted me to fin- 

is. I never can do enough for her, never.” ish my education, so that I could take care 
While Miss Worth read the letter, Kate of myself. I thought I’d show her that I 

followed anxiously every movement of her could get along. I tried to get a chance to 

face, and more than once she asked, “Now, do stenography, but everywhere I found 

isn’t that nice of Aunt Jen? Isn’t she love- a vacancy in the city, I wouldn’t do. I 

ly?” waited for eight months. Then, I found a 

“T think she is. I wish I knew her. That position in a doctor’s office. I only had to 

letter was written by a woman that youcan se the typewriter and answer telephone 

trust Mibsie with while you’re here. Now, calls. I was promised eight dollars a week 
you needn’t worry any more about money. and I took it. 

She offered you all you need and asked “I had to pay a little girl to stay with 

you to come up there to her as soon as_ my baby and twice I got so worried that 

you’re able to. Now, my dear, you just I went home during hours. One time, when 

put in your time keeping still and getting the doctor was at the hospital, I left the
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office in the forenoon. He called up for fire not far away. Mabel was sleeping so 
something and couldn’t get me. When he well that I went down to the street-door. 
came back, he handed me sixteen dollars No one could tell me where the fire was, 
and told me to go. And I hadn’t worked and so I walked on to the end of the block, 
a week! and there it was—my store, the ‘Glass 

“I spent as little as I could, but it wasn’t Block.’ Without a wrap, I ran down the 
long until I only had one dollar left. I street. A crowd gathered around me and 
cried and cried that night until I fell asleep 1 couldn’t move. I wanted to step upon the 
in my chair. curbing, but everyone else wanted that 

“Mibsie woke me, next morning, pulling place, too, and I had to stand still. 
on my dress. I picked her up and we sat “I watched the fire until I began to chill 
there, a long time, together. I don’t believe and when I started home, I saw that I had 
she dared to speak to me, poor child! Fin- been standing in cold water. 
ally, she said, ‘Hungry, mamma,’ and I “The next day, I was sick. I couldn’t 

got her something to eat and dressed her. work for three weeks and when I went 

“I had decided in the night to write to back there was no need of me. The fire- 

Aunt Jen, but when daylight came, I sale had closed and the force had been cut 

couldn’t do it—not until I had tried once down.” 

more to find work. “Did you have to look for another place 

“Mibsie and I walked down to the ‘Glass then?” asked Miss Worth, though she 

Block.’ It seems, now, as though I was led knew that she shouldn’t have asked it. 

there, because it was there I found some- “No. I didn’t. The proprietor of my de- 

. thing to do. They put me behind a counter partment told me of a chance in a little 
with Mrs. Rogers. She let her little girl dry goods store. It was dark and narrow, 

take care of Mibsie until I sent her to kin- but I was glad to get the place. 

dergarten. Mrs. Rogers was a good woman “T thought I soon would feel better, but 

at heart, but, Miss Worth, I couldn’t have I didn’t. Sometimes, I’d cough nearly all 

done the way she did. night. Poor little Mibsie, I don’t see how 

“It was awfully hard to get along. Of she ever used to sleep at all. She did use 

course they raised my wages a little, every to wake up and look at me, but went right 
now and then, but Mibsie and I never had to sleep, again.” 

a room bigger than a closet. I used to have Kate paused. There was a look of ten- 

to sit up in it and do our sewing at night. derness in her face, as she hung over the 

“One night, in winter, I sat there till af- recollection. 

ter midnight, and while I worked I saw the The nurse made use of her opportunity. 

window grow red around the curtain, and “You must be tired of sitting up. Let me 

I heard people running on the pavement help you get down into bed, again.” 

below. I peeked out. There was an awful “No, don’t, I want to sit here. I feel
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so well this afternoon. I’m lots better, out any money. I couldn’t ask Aunt Jen 

don’t you think, Miss Worth?” —not even for Mibsie, for Mrs. Rogers 
“Yes, but you want to stay better.” Kate promised to take care of her till I got well. 

submitted. “Dear little girl! She was lonesome when 

Miss Worth, noticing how active her pa- her mother got sick. Mrs. Rogers liked 

tient appeared, feared to leave her, and Mibsie. I don’t see how anyone could 
feared as much to remain, for she knew help it. She hasn’t had anything to spoil 

that Kate had not finished what she had her, and she’s sweet and pretty. May be, 

to say. because she’s mine, I shouldn’t say it, but 

“It may help her, though,” she thought, she has big, brown eyes like her father’s 

“Gf she relieves her mind,” and she sat down and light, curly hair—the same as I used 

in the room. to have. And now, she’s gone way off. 

“How long have I been here?” Kate Miss Worth, why did Mrs. Rogers send her 

asked, turning to face the nurse. to Aunt Jen? Why couldn’t she have kept 

“Not very long.” her, a little longer? Sometimes, it seems 

“It seems years ago that I worked in that to me—oh, I don’t know—it seems to me 
Store. How tired I used to be! I feel lots that if I have to go out west without her, 
better now than I did then. You see, the I don’t want to get well. You don’t know 

boss made us stand up, and he seemed al- what I mean. You can’t.” 
ways to be hanging around my counter. Kate spoke faster. “You can’t under- 

While he was in sight, of course I couldn’t stand how I feel about her. She has been 

sit down, but I used to lean against the everything in this world to me since her 

shelves behind me. father died. Dear little kid! Oh Mibsie, I 

“One day, he walked up to me at closing want to see you!” and she broke into vio- 

hours and told be that he couldn’t employ lent sobbing. , 
me any longer, that it wasn’t right to the At Kate’s sudden agitation, the nurse 
other clerks or to the customers. I didn’t sat down on the bed-side and stroked her 
know what he meant at first but I thought, head saying, “There, there, Mrs. Weston, 

Miss Worth, I thought. you can tell me the rest some other time, | 

“I couldn’t do a thing after he told me dear. I hate to have you get so excited. 
that. I had tried so hard to keep from You must remember that the quicker you 
coughing in the store, and I had tried get well, the sooner you can see Mibsie. 
so hard to keep from looking tired, Miss You'll feel better, now you’ve told me.” 
Worth, so hard, for, you see, there was “Can’t I see her before I have to go 
Mibsie. After that, I couldn’t keep up away? Don’t you think I can, Miss Worth, 
any longer. I let them bring me here. some way?” 

“TI didn’t care so much that I had to “We'll talk about that, to-morrow, for 
come. I cared because I had to come with- it’s time I fixed your bed and brought your
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supper. We have been visiting and haven’t bleeding of the hemmorrhage which she 
noticed how pretty the sunset is, to-night. had known would come, soon. 
I believe you feel well enough to sit here at When Kate was again in the white, clean 
this window until I come back.” bed, once she looked up inquiringly into 

Miss Worth moved a big chair near the the nurse’s watchful face. 
window and lined it with a soft, thick “Shall I tell Mibsie something for you?” 

. blanket that transformed Kate’s slight body Kate nodded and whispered, “Goodby.” 
into a shapeless hulk. 

“Now you be good while I’m gone, and eR KK KK 
don’t you move,” warned the nurse, as she 

stepped out of the room. The Woman Who Was Not Fine 
Kate stared again down into the familiar Enough 

garden-plot, below her window, looked on 
across the road just outside the pointed, Some Random Impressions of Gals- 
iron fence, across the green slope and the worthy’s New Play: The Fugitive 
river that ran at the foot of it, to the range W. A. Freehelf 
of hills, lying under a bank of brilliant 

clouds—bright, then, but soon to lie in Lamy) HE Fugitive, the latest of Gals- 
darkness. " |  worthy’s published plays, is 

Kate wondered if Mibsie could see that plainly an attempt to interpret 
Same sun and the same bright glow. She a a phase of the intellectual and 
wondered when she could write to Aunt emotional unrest of woman; itis part of 
Jen and Mabel. She had decided to that great sea of feministic literature which 
write to Aunt Jen, first, and tell has been engulfing us. 
her that she paid high for a There are those who would put the 
lesson that she should never leave for drama in a classification other than litera- 
Mibsie to learn for herself. It was easy to ture, and strictly speaking, they are right 
to say it; she wanted to. in so doing. But the Fugitive, a play which 

“I wonder if I can do it, now,” Kate I have not had the good fortune to see act- 
thought. “I believe I'll get my pencil out ed, and the impressions of which I must 

of my hand-bag in that drawer.” get from the printed page, I shall review 
She rose to her feet, swayed back and much as I would any novel. With The 

forth, and fell prostrate on the floor. Fugitive as a play I shall concern myself 

The nurse came in with the tray and not at all. 

smiling over it she began, “Aren’t you—?” As my first sentence showed, Gals- 
She stopped. Quietly she set the tray down worthy’s attempt to interpret woman is 
on the stand, and hurried to lift Kate from neither novel nor new. The Greek Aristo- 

the floor. She found her unconscious, phanes tried it rather successfully hundreds
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of years ago, and to bridge the guif be- that she is the wrong person; so wrong 
tween him and the present day and age I that you can’t exchange a single real 
have but to cite A Doll’s House for the thought; that your blood runs cold when 
conspicuously sensational effort in femin- he kisses you———then you’ll know.” 
ine psychology on the stage. As a matter Malise, a struggling author, is the third 
of fact, I hadn’t read along very far in the person in the tragic triangle. He rages im- 
Fugitive before I was distinctly reminded potently over the fact that Clare is mar- 
of Ibsen’s celebrated triumph. There are ried; the two seemingly have everything in 
many things buried in A Doll’s House for common, and it is not long before their in- 
those who delight in the search, but the timacy is noticed. 
Story itself is rather simple, namely: Nora, Clare’s husband, in a dull sort of way, 
the young wife of a serious minded and tries to reason her out of her repugance to- 
unimaginative professor, after being treat- wards him. She wants to leave him, to ob- 

. ed like a doll for a number of years, sud- tain a divorce, anything to get out of his 
denly develops unexpected strength and life; he does not care to put his pride to the 
complexity of character and leaves her test of announcing to the world that his 
husband and children on the plea that she marriage was a failure; he refuses even to 
is stiffling. consider separation. So on the advice of 

Ibsen did not try to tell us what hap- Malise she runs away. 
pened to Nora after her emancipation; he Not even Malise knows where she went, 
has her declare that the day of miracles is but in several months her husband’s spies 
past and that accordingly her husband can find her, whereupon she goes immediately 
not suddenly pick up the thread of her new to Malise and throws her fortunes with his. 
life, yet even as she slams the door in his Her husband, furious at last, and smart- 
face the good man really seems to be begin- ing for revenge, commences suit for divorce 
ning to understand. Galsworthy, superfici- and puts in motion the machinery which 
ally at least, in Clare gives us another Nora, will ruin Malise financially. In order to 
endeavoring to show what had happened to save him, Clare runs away once more. She 
her after Ibsen had dismissed her with finds, not being trained in any trade or 
nothing more definite that a veiled proph- profession at which she could earn money, 
ecy. that she is at the end of her resources. 
‘The story of the Fugitive is rather simple. Rather than surrender to that life which is 

A penniless young woman, Clare, married a worse than slavery, she commits suicide. 
sluggish, respectable, rich man. With not Of course, the drama is not as simple as 
a thing except a name in common with her the story I have outlined. The relation- 
husband, the state of her mind may easily ship between Clare and Malise is complex 
be guessed when she tells her brother: and somewhat ambiguous to me. Certain 

“Get married and find out after a year it is that their passion brought them both
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ruin, and just to what extent the play is ing anotier Emma McChesney, say; have 
complementary to his novel, The Dark her leave her husband with a great flour- 
Flower, is problematical. ish of Ferberian trumpets, fight her way 

That Clare is intended to be arather am- onward via another Featherloom route, and 
bitious study in feminine psychology is in the last act proclaim from the house 
affirmed when she says, just before drink- tops that man isa poor, blind po‘troon not 
ing poison: deserving of the blessed privilege of mar- 

“You see, ’m toe fine, and not fine riage. I would have written with one eye on 
enough. (She laughs) I couldn’t be a saint the balcony rather than either the dress 
and a martyr, and I couldn’t be a soulless circle or the despised “pit,” so as not to 
doll. Neither the one thing nor the other bore an audience with a double edged play 
—that’s the tragedy.” | that requires some thought to digest. 

This at once removes the play from the Again, the soulful, all-comprehending 

province of those pieces which attempt to writer with the frayed cuffs and shiny 
show whither woman is drifting and to add trousers has been a foil in feministic litera- 
to the understanding of the feministic ture long enough. While Galsworthy is 
movement or unrest in a general sense. -It naturally too clever a writer to prate about 
must be regarded more as the study of an  soulmates, Malise cerainly has a narrow 
individual than a type; and the minute an escape from being one. The only time 
author succeeds in getting away from a_ that the masculine poet soul ever shone 
type he must be subjected to examination to advantage in the drama as far as 
rather more searching than usual. I can remember, is in Shaw’s Candida, 

This keen analysis I must confess my- where the wife says, choosing between her 
self frankly unable to present because I husband and her ecstatic admirer: “I choose 
find it extremely difficult to subject any the weaker man,” and rejected the poet. But 

piece of writing to the cool review neces- the Shavian creation belongs to quite an- 

sary for a balance judgment. I find my- cther race than Malise with his somber, 

self too much interested in the characters, cynical face. 

am too biased, too partisan, to remove my- The Silver Box, Justice, Strife, The Eld- 

self from the spell of a story. I still read est Son, other plays by the same author, I 

very much in the maner of the ten year old have liked better than the Fugitive, per- 

who devours Nick Carter. haps because they are less ambitious and 

Viewed in this light, I must admit I did therefore tell a story more effectively and 

not like the Fugitive,——-very much. If hide a moral more cleverly. All exhibit to 

writing the play myself I would not have the scorn of the world the hypocracy of 

chosen the woman who was foo fine and yet respectability and the injustice of wealth, 

not fine enough. I would have done the traits which the Fugitive has put to a les- 

more commonplace and easy thing by tak- ser degree.
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It does not seem that Galsworthy has press upon the new students entering for aciieved anything new or noteworthy in the first ae that frst om al they should . . . . . * get their lessons, and then they could do as his play, since Pinero in Iris and a few faey pleased, there would be. fewer conned other dramas of a similar character, has out, and very many fewer cases of sore 
done better studies in feminine tempera- cyes An intellectual atmosphere in a state ment. Still I am willing to admit that the so progressive as Wisconsin cannot but be 
Fugitive correctly staged, and presented healthy and VigOTOUs. 
by actors of talent, migst make me reverse nome will say that saace we are : eee . ; university, we must preserve tte intellect- my present judgment. All of which BOS al democracy, and take them all, dullards, to show that when I proceed to review a loafers, grinds, and stars alike. Of course, drama on the same basis as a piece of nar- we should take them, but since we can- 
rative fiction I place myself at a funda- not bar them our responsibility is there- 
mental disadvantage and in great danger fore all the greater. A private schoo! can of doing the playwright an injustice. chose its students by means of its entrance 

requirements, but its fruits are correspond- The woman who was too fine, and yet ingly limited. Let the state university not fine enough, when all is said and done, take t>em all, rich and poor, ignorant and was not drawn carefully enough nor ac- wise, and by its stimulating atmosphere 
curately enough to be wholly satisfactory. rouse the spark of intellectual curiosity While she does get away from the conven- that must sleep in every one, and see if it . cannot be disproved that true culture can tional and assume a flesh and blood pres- 4, enjoyed only by the leisure class. 
ence, the author appears to be not entirely I am sure it is far 2ealthier for the Uni- Sure whither ze is going but merely cer- versity of Wisconsin to be known as the tain that he is on his way. educator of the state than the possessor of SSS Nooo cnn tEeEsrce Go ee = Champion football team or the best dra- 

mat’c club in the country, or tie larg- 
segs est college daily paper, or the biggest col- Student Activities lege annual If we mast follows leader, oo, . if we must worship a god, let that leader (Continued from page &) be Intellect rather than Fame. That very 

intellectual curiosity which. makes us seek there is nothing either good or bad but tve interpretation of the movement of the thinking makes it so, then I say, you ages shows us beyond equivocation that the should go to school primarily, rather than only thing worth striving for is knowledge, incidentally. besides which al’ else is suverficial and I am a great believer in atmosphere. Tie ephemeral. Thinkers are leaders and lead. atmosphere of this school is to “do things ers must be thinkers The college must around school,” and so it is pretty hard to” turn out leaders, but if the college man is convince a student that he is here primarily not a thinker. he cannot be a leader merely to study. If every man who came here bccause of his degree. Many estimable came only because he was intellectually men have been leaders in spite of tieir lack curious, student activities would die a of college training, but the college with the natural and unlamented death. The men right atmosphere makes more leaders, and 
in student activities may be tie most ambi- tends to reduere toe chances of the “mute 
tious, and therefore the most aggressive, ing orious Miltons” being able to waste but they are not the best informed. The their sweetness on the desert air. The men who put their time on activities have tight of student activities to exist in a uni- not time to learn how to think, and it is versity seems to me to hinge on the rai- the thinkers that add to the sum of human gon (etre of the college itself; and in tie happiness. Jf the atmosphere of the Uni-  rallece acT see it there is no place for stu- versity ef Wisconsin was such as to im- dent activities. ,
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4 Safety and Self-Filling Types. cd ni iS f 

eH Sold Everywhere by the Best Dealers 

; L. E. Waterman Company, 173 Broadway, New York fied |] 
SSSSS—S—S—SSsSg = = B 
Eh ed 

: "a a KODAKS 
THE@HU B 4 ; WIS. ac ‘ 

‘ Iie Kopaxs STEIN BLOCH Ney B=s KODAKS CLOTHES | GF" 

INSTANT SERVICE GARMENTS OF We have an exceptionally large 

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST stock for you to select from. 

DESIGNING AND TAILORING The 

No tedious try-ons, long waiti ea kas ane era, watee oo | Photoart House high grade tailor prices. W. J. MEUER, President 

You'll find them only at “The Hub” The Only ‘ Photographic Store . in Madison 
dt



YF &, Milk Wa YY : 
Tf |. y) Cream : 
SK ; Y Butter . 

RN iE A C . Lyre te 5 Butter Milk 
Z1\> Ice Cream 

Sold only by 

ZILISCH PURE MILK CoO. 

Visit our plant and see the workings of an up-to-date, sanitary creamery 

Phone 979 629 Washington Ave. 

Underwood Typewriter 
The Machine You Will Eventually Buy 

: Uncerwood Ty pewrite: s wt ee i ___ Underwood Typewriters 

RENTED eee eet, | REPAIRED 
| 7 a e - 

| Underwood Typewriter Co. 
| 14-15 Carroll Block _. Phone 98 MADISON, WIS.



° 9 SKOPPER Farlin’s New 

Wx ETTLE Billiard Parlor | 
| 4 BILLIARD AND 

4 POCKET TABLES 

—~ FOR —<—€"— 

ACTUAL HEALTH FACTORY | 

Q U A L I T Y First-class equipment in new 
Ivory, Cues, Cloth, etc. Per- 
fect light, ventilation and service 

Phone 5963. - 417 State 
CIGARS, PIPES, CONFECTIONERY, 

SODA FOUNTAIN 

Let us put up your picnic lunches. | 49 grape st. TELEPHONE 2646 

ca F. Jordan 
| 6th Ward Meat Market 

We cater especially to the fraternity and boarding house trade. 

\Chotce Meats 

Our Motto, Good Service 

| prices That Suit 

Deliveries to all parts of the city 

Phone 550 908 Williamson St.



coe THE WAYSIDE INN 
: _ (Women’s Building) | 

oe MRS, C. W. KRAGH announces that she 
os is now prepared to make reservations for 
mo Banquets. Dinners, Receptions, Luncheons 
ne and Theatre Parties 

. Regular boarders will find good service and 
. best of meals . 

: MOST STUDENTS DEMAND . 

: 9 : HEILMANN’S BREAD 
—————————————————E——————— — 

; "TIS WHOLESOME ALL THE TIME 
QUAKER 

, IRISH 
: WHOLE WHEAT . 

RYE 
. 

GRAHAM 
SPANISH CREAM 

BOSTON CREAM 
FRENCH DINNER , 

a POPPY SEED 
“ . | _ NEW YORK TWIST 

a SPECIAL | 
Restaurants, hotels and boarding 

‘.:1 bouses will do well to call us up for oo 
special rates on quantities. 

Telephone 1109. 

. | HEILMANN’S BAKERY—121 E. Main



Bini Scot : z SISA eee 

: oer ; Re ee SA : 
MEPS Fee se 

: 4 pee 

% ADA BIRD, Director = 
g Graduate of the Royal Conservatory of Leipzig, Germany, and pupil of the: famous - 

A Marmontel, pere, Paris, France. 

oe In every department we have teachers of ability and experience, who have ; 
studied with celebrated masters in Europe and America such as, Leschetizky, Les- 
chniewski, Reisenauer, Marmontel, Reincke, Zwintscher, Sauret, Marsick and Heine- 

E ~~ mann, 

4 _ Piano Violin 
: 3 ADA BIRD # FREDERICK FREDERIKSEN 

5 META WAGNER i raed FRANK BACH 
ELIZABETH BUEHLER 

OR \DEI a AN ARLINE COFFMAN , Seeks aes ee 
ISABEL WILLIAMS ee at aera 
ANNA STEVENS Mandolin, Banjo and Guitar = 

’ STELLA KAYSER FRANK BACH 

3 Flute ' Clarinet 
: 8. C. MONTGOMERY OTTO BENSON 

Harmony, Counterpoint and History of Music 
ELIZABETH BUEHLER 

PF 2 San Opera Class a 
a ALEXIUS BAAS - 

= Dramatic Reading and Elocution 
ALEXIUS BAAS 

The School Orchestra, under the direction of Frederick Fredericksen, the noted, - 
orchestra conductor of Chicago, is making excellent progress: The privilege of be- 

» ing in the orchestra under Mr, Fredericksen’s personal direction is extended to all 
3 who possess the necessary qualifications. Relearsals are held Tuesday evenings. 

: DIPLOMAS AND TEACHERS’ CERTIFICATES 
GRANTED 

‘ z . 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

s Address— : m 
SECRETARY OF WISCONSIN SCHOOL OF MUSIC Fi 

i : —or-- 

ADA BIRD, Director 
Phone 357 433 State St., Madison, Wis. % 
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